BroncoBeat

SEMOWAH
Choreographed by: Kenny Teh (Malaysia) Mar 08
Music: Se Mo Hua by 胡慧萍
Descriptions: 64 count - 2 wall - Beginner level line dance
Start dance on vocals.

ROCKING CHAIR, ½ TURN SHUFFLE
1 - 4 Rock forward right, recover, rock back right, recover
5 - 8 Rock forward right, recover, ½ turn right shuffle forward
(Count 1 and 3: Push right forward, facing diagonally left, left hand on left hip)
ROCKING CHAIR, ½ TURN SHUFFLE
1 - 4 Rock forward left, recover, rock back left, recover
5 - 8 Rock forward left, recover, ½ turn right shuffle forward
(Count 1 and 3: Push left forward, facing diagonally right, right hand on right hip)
WEAVE, SHUFFLE
1 - 4 Step right, step left behind, step right, step left over right,
5 - 8 Step right to right, recover, cross shuffle RLR
(Count 5: Point your right hand right)
WEAVE, SHUFFLE
1 - 4 Step left, step right behind, step left, step rightt over left,
5 - 8 Step left to left, recover, cross shuffle LRL
(Count 5: Point your leftt hand right)
TOUCH, KICK, STEP, STEP, HIP BUMPS, SHUFFLE
1-4 Touch right, kick right, step right back, touch left in front of right
5&6 Hip bumps RLR (Left hand on left hip, right hand pointing right)
7&8 Fwd shuffle LRL
TOE STRUTS X 4 MOVING FORWARD
1-8 RLRL moving forward (Both hands shoulder high, clicking fingers on even
counts)
TURN, RECOVER, SPOT SHUFFLE, TURN, RECOVER, SPOT SHUFFLE
1-4 ¼ right step back on right, ¼ left recover on left, tripple steps on the spot RLR
5-8 ¼ left step back on left, ¼ right recover on right , tripple steps on the spot LRL
(Count 1: Right hand point diagonally back and you could be looking at your right
fingers)
(Count 5: Left hand point diagonally back and you could be looking at your left
fingers)
TOE STRUTS x 2, ½ TURN FWD SHUFFLE x 2
1-4 Right toe struts moving back, Left toe structs moving back (Both hands shoulder
high, clicking fingers on even counts)
5&6 ½ turn right fwd shuffle RLR,
7&8 Fwd shuffle LRL
REPEAT

